ROSS AMS 533
Skinning/Derinding
Better, Smarter Processing Solutions

A SKINNING SOLUTION THAT’S WITH YOU THROUGH
THICK AND THIN
Do the most with less. The Ross AMS 533 Skinner provides a supremely flexible
platform for precise membrane skinning of beef, pork, veal, and turkey. Its product
specific selectable rollers and specially tuned knife systems were engineered to work with
different types of proteins. The result is maximum yield with every product.
Ross’ optional quick release SmartLock blade holder minimizes downtime through fast tool
changeover between different proteins.
ways the ross ams 533 maximizes your roi

> Thickness options of 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm for precision cuts of beef, pork, veal, and turkey
> 533 mm cutting width provides optimal surface for small or large cuts
> Product-specific transport rollers and coordinating blades allow for extreme versatility,
maximum yield, and minimal waste (optional)

> Small footprint— takes up minimal production space and has locking casters for maximum
mobility when required

game changing standard features

>
>
>
>

Product-specific tension rollers designed to maximize product yield
Patented compressed air roller system efficiently removes trim from rollers
Set it and forget it cutting thickness for long term cutting consistency
Unique gear brake system stops blade immediately when foot pedal is released
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Patented compressed air
roller system efficiently
removes trim from rollers

Product-specific tension
rollers designed to
maximize product yield

Unique gear brake system
immediately stops blade
when foot pedal is released

Set it and forget it cutting
thickness for long term
cutting consistency

Specifications
Motor output
Cutting width
Cutting thickness
Dimensions (LxWxH)
Weight
Power requirements
Air requirements
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.75 kW
533 mm

Virtual Demo

N/A
916 mm x 605 mm x 975 mm
230 kg
500 V, 50 Hz, 16 A
6 bar
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